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1. Context and project identification. 

Project number 2021-1-LT01-KA220-ADU-000035334\1 

Project Title  EU-READ&ART. The first European digital library of book trailers and adults’ creative expressions 

Project Acronym  EU-READ&ART 

Grant Awarded, € 217 114,00 € 

Project Start Date  
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

2021-12-01 Project End Date  

(yyyy-mm-dd) 

2023-11-30 Project Total Duration 

(months) 

24 

 

2. Summary of participating organisations. 

Role of the 
Organisation 

Organisation 
ID 

Name of the Organisation Country of the Organisation 

Partnership Withdrawal 

Date (yyyy-mm-dd) 
(if applicable) 

Partnership Entry Date  

(yyyy-mm-dd)  
(if applicable) 

Beneficiary E10087306 Ignalina district municipality public library Lithuania   

Partner 1 E10040387 JUMP Gioventù in riSalto Italy   

Partner 2 E10039332 
ACADEMIA, izobraževanje in druge storitve d. o. o., 
represented by Mr. Žan Dapčevič 

Slovenia   

Partner 3 E10142926 Greek Cultural Institute Greece   

Partner 4 E10081460 
VOLKSHOCHSCHULE SCHROBENHAUSEN EV (VHS 
SOB) 

Germany   

Partner 5 E10071987 CENTRO PROVINCIALE ISTRUZIONE ADULTI (CPIA) Italy   

Partner 6 E10017812 SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion France  2022-01-06 

Partner 7 E10001216 CREA France 2022-01-06  

Please add rows if needed. 
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3. Project Management and Implementation 

This section asks for information about the state of play of the project. The description should remain synoptic (bullet-point style). 

3.1. Please provide an overall state of play of your project: a) what are the achievements of the project at this stage? b) are the initial project activities and 

objectives being carried out and reached so far? If not, please, provide the reasons for delays implementing planned activities.  

Your description should give the reader a comprehensive insight into the project’s progression. 

We implement the project according these 4 pillars: 
1) basic digital skills to understand the digital transformation happening going very fast, creating short and appealing BOOK-TRAILERS, 
2) reading&writing using national language (basic literacy) fighting also functional illiteracy, 
3) English language learning or improvement or other language learning, 
4) Critical thinking, creativity&arts - freedom in creating the creative expressions. 
All project activities are carried out according to timetable: 
1. The project management teams and result creating teams were established at every partner organization. There were 6 common virtual meetings and several 

meetings between 2 or 3 partners;  
2. The small groups of reading were created at local level in all partners – organizations; 
3. The platform (website) https://europeanbooktrailers.eu/?fbclid=IwAR2ftR6nX_j08yynVVl29Z2fkqcucARK6QAhj4kPTDFGAZmxsaoNnrkBxQU  for short films – 

book trailers and blogs - Italian partner JUMP has created;  
4. The blended training on basics of creating of book trailers began: virtual trainings by ACADEMIA (Slovenia) took place on the 7/03/2022; 24/03/2022, 7/04/2022; 

14/04/2022 for all organizations – partners trainers. This training isn`t financed, it was not provided for in the agreement with NA.  
5. The website creator JUMP created 2 tutorials for partners: 

- Tutorial on how to upload a book trailer by Pietro S. (Web Master), 
- Tutorial on how to publish an article by Pietro S. (Web Master). 

6. All partners already created and uploaded 210 book trailers:  
7. The first transnational meeting took place on the 24 – 25 of May, 2022 in Ignalina (Lithuania); 
8. The first Learning teaching training activity took place on the 12 – 16 of September, 2022 in Soverato (Italy). 

All activities and set tasks are reached for this period.  
One essential change was done at the beginning of project activities: we changed French partner CREA to French partner SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion.  
 

 

3.2. How is the monitoring of the project (implementation, activities, results) being carried out so far and by whom? 

 
Ignalina district municipality public libraries’ coordinator is responsible for all project activities monitoring. Every partner organization`s working group leader 
supervises that activities are carried out according to timetable and is responsible to provide without delay the Coordinator with any information for continuous 
monitoring.  
To monitor project activities, we use such criterion:  

1. Quantitative: 
- Number of learners – the members of reading clubs, 
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- Number of read book at these clubs, 
- Number of created book trailers, 
- Number of associated partners involved to project activities, 
-  Number of book trailers platform users and visitors, 
- Number of articles published at platform blog, 
- Number of news, related to project implementation. 

2. Qualitative:  
- The level of readers` literacy. This level can be monitored by readers club leaders. The reading of books reduces functional illiteracy. 
- The Level of knowledge on European Culture and European Citizenship. The participants are gaining them during international activities, reading partners` 

suggested books. 
- The level of creativity. Team Leaders receive from participants book trailers and creative expressions as products for the platform and give feedback. 
- The Level of motivation. This is monitored by their participation, feedback by trainers/educators, evaluating created book trailers.   
- The level of well-being. The older participants have activities with other people, they are motivated to go from home, to have possibility to improve their 

selves.  
- The level of art expression. Participants realise it creating book trailers. 
- The Level of internationalization, possibility to improve language knowledge. 
- The level of happiness. Visible by Creative Expressions, pictures, videos and written feedback. 

There is created project Google drive with all information and documents about project activities and budget. The coordinator all time is monitoring this information, 
this method lets to do it easier. To monitor implementation, activities and results helps the time table, which is constantly updated and adjusted. The virtual partners 
meetings are taking part from the project implementation beginning and these meetings let to monitor project easier too.  
To monitor the quality of reading activities the readers club leaders are in every partner organization. This leader looks after the list of recommended books to read, 
after the IT training organization for older reader clubs’ members. The readers club leaders are professional, having the experience at reading guidance and IT 
knowledge. 
Before uploading to platform, book trailers are reviewed by the responsible person, checking that the images and audio used are not in violation of copyright, 
checking grammar and translating.  The quality of book trailers is monitored by this way.  
To monitor the quality of currently under development and testing platform helps communication between partners, which already are uploading book trailers to 
the platform and can see some imperfections or inconveniences. The JUMP (Italy) platform creators’ team is very helpful and professional, they always consider 
comments and wishes of partners.  
Every month the team of platform creators – JUMP - announces Internal Newsletter, where all partners can see the amount of uploaded book trailers and blogs, 
learning materials and changes in platform structure, seeking to do it better quality.  
About the quality of book trailers and platform were discussed during the TPM1 in Ignalina too. The members of partners teams discussed about change the structure 
of books genres, about the languages of book trailers. All changes have been done soon after this TPM. 
To evaluate the TPM1 the short questionnaire was done by organizators – Ignalina public library. Partners evaluated the organization of this meeting, the discussions, 
the decisions. 
The evaluation of LTT1 in Soverato organized hosting organization - JUMP. They did oral examination, every participant said impressions and suggestions. The 
participants used new gained theatrical expressions knowledge to show all training week expressions.   
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a. How did the project partners contribute to the project so far: a) has the distribution of tasks been adjusted since the application stage; b) 

how did you ensure good cooperation and communication between partners during project implementation? 

The distribution of tasks between partners was not changed. Everything is implemented as per the application. Only one change was done, but it doesn’t change the 
main result. At the application and later at the agreements between coordinator and partners all tasks have been distributed. Only one task was adjusted during the 
first TPM in Ignalina: partners decided to change the number of created and uploaded to platform book trailers, to unify them for all participants. But the common 
number remains the same – 500. 
All activities are going smoothly and on time, partners perform their tasks. Every partner is doing these activities: 

- Organized the local reading clubs, 
- Taking part at virtual and physical training. 
- Together with reading clubs’ members are reading books and creating book trailers, uploading them to platform. 

There are partners, which have specifics project tasks: 
1. Ignalina public library, as coordinator, created google drive for project documents and information and is monitoring that all partners upload there all needful 

material. 
- prepared the partnership agreements, takes care of all project documents. 
- It organized the first TPM in Ignalina. 

2. ACADEMIA, izobraževanje in druge storitve d.o.o., represented by Mr. Žan Dapčevič (Slovenia): 
- Created project logo, 
- Held 4 online training sessions “How to realize booktrailers and the EU-READ&ART method” for partners and all interested in, 
- Took part at LTT1 in Soverato (Italy) as trainers for all participants. 

3.  JUMP Gioventù in riSalto (Italy) is the main technical partner: 
- Created, filling, improving and testing the “EU-READ&ART“ platform https://europeanbooktrailers.eu/ . 
- Prepared 2 tutorials about uploading to platform for partners. 
- Every month announces Internal Newsletter for all partners. 
- Succesfully organized LTT1 in Soverato, was one of trainer for participants. 

4. Greek Cultural Institute: 
- Took part at LTT1 in Soverato as Culture and Art trainers. 

5. SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion: 
- Took part at LTT1 in Soverao as trainer of creative expressions. 

Good cooperation and communication we ensure, using: 
- Online meetings. After project approving the leader organized 3 online meetings on the Zoom: 21/11/2021, 30/11/21 and 03/12/2021 with all partners 

organizations team leaders. The online meeting on 21/12/2022 was organized when we were changed our French partner, there were meetings with earlier 
partner – CREA and new one – SOLUTION team leaders. Later several online meetings were organized according to necessity: on the 27/01/2022, 26/07/2022 
with all partners leaders’ teams. Before LTT1 on the 5-9 of September there were several online meetings with partners-trainers, preparing the training 
program for participants. 

- Google drive was created at the beginning of activities. There are uploaded all necessary documents about project leaders and result creating groups, 
implementation activities, budget using, mobilities, communication, dissemination and other information.  

- E-mails. Communication by e-mails is very intensive, one or two times a week there are e-letters for all partners or between several partners about all actual 
information, about problems or good news.  
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- Facebook group EUREAD&ART. There are the main events, are a lot of photos, videos. 
- Whatsapp group. Communication between partner teams’ leaders for very fast messages. 

 

b.  If your project involves other organisations, not formally participating in the project, please briefly describe their involvement.  

1. ACADEMIA, izobraževanje in druge storitve d.o.o., represented by Mr. Žan Dapčevič (Slovenia) involved Šmarje pri Jelšah public library`s librarians to virtual and 
physical training. The target group of this library is the same as project task group. They are preparing to establish reading club, to create book trailers and to 
upload them into project`s platform.  

2. SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion (France) involved Les Dénommés, a theater association bringing together theatre expression and education. The members of 
this theatre association were expression educators for LTT1 participant. 

3. VOLKSHOCHSCHULE SCHROBENHAUSEN EV (VHS SOB) Germany adult school involved: 
-  bookshop at the city wall, Schrobenhausen  
- Municipal Library Schrobenhausen to take part at Readers' club of the vhs Schrobenhausen and to create book trailers.  

4. JUMP Gioventù in riSalto involved: 
- Libera Università Popolare della Terza Età e del Tempo Libero “Magno Aurelio Cassiodoro” Soverato 
- Istituto Maria Ausiliatrice Soverato school  
- IIS Guarasci Calabretta school 
- Smart Lab Europe Association (Adult edu) 
- Biblioteca Vincenziana of Davoli 
- Biblioteca delle donne Soverato. 

 

 

c. If relevant, please describe any difficulties you have encountered until now in managing the implementation of the project and how you 

and your partners handle them. If applicable, has any change in the composition of partners been deemed necessary (as already 

communicated to the NA), or is it any change planned/requested at this stage?    

1. At the very beginning of project implementation French partner CREA reported that they cannot to take part at all project activities, they cannot organize the 
readers club and create book trailers. The reason was clear: during Covid-19 pandemic they were forced to move from city to countryside, where wasn`t possibilities 
to create readers` club`s activity. Lithuanian NA let to change this partner to another: SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion (France), which was able to perform all activities 

instead of CREA.  

As we haven`t sent money at that moment yet, the change of partners was very fast and successful: all partners promptly send agreements about partner changing, 
the leaders prepared documents for Lithuanian NA.  
2.The team leaders of CENTRO PROVINCIALE ISTRUZIONE ADULTI (CPIA) (Italy) have changed this summer. The adult school leader and several teachers, project 
team leader have moved to another city.  But Anna Maria Castria, the former member of team leaders, takes care of creating of new leaders’ team in this organization 
and informs about events project leader. The project activities are continued.  
 

 

d. Briefly describe if and how the project: 
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i.  incorporates the use of digital tools 

The digital tools are used very widely and intensively: 
As state above, digital tools are used for communication between project partners, associated partners, for stakeholders and all, interesting in our project.   

The main project activities are impossible without digital tools: 
- All reading clubs’ participants are taught to use mobile devices to create book trailers – short films about read books.  
- Participants use digital tools for filming, to take pictures, to use free apps for short films creating. 
- Digital tools participants are using for book trailers uploading to project platform. 
- For browse the platform, for short films and blogs view.  

 

ii. incorporates green practices 

There are several mobilities, which are green:  
- CENTRO PROVINCIALE ISTRUZIONE ADULTI (CPIA) (Italy) 5 participants went to LTT1 to Soverato. 
- SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion 5 participants went to LTT1 to Soverato. 

 

iii. is open to people with fewer opportunities 

The project activities are organized in such a way that they are accessible to all who wish.  The older adults (50 years old and more) are the target group, forming readers 
clubs. We publicize project activities and invite to groups. We publicize project activities and invite to reading clubs. Here they have: 

- an opportunity to reduce functional illiteracy, to acquire IT skills,  
- they can find here like-minded people,  
- to reduce a feeling of loneliness,  
- to take part at discussions about books, 
- to learn how to create short films about read books,  
- to learn how to use project platform – virtual book trailers library.  

 

4. Dissemination and Impact  

The description should remain synoptic (bullet-point style). 

4.1. Impact 
 

4.1.1. What has been the project's impact so far on the participants, participating organisations, target groups and other relevant stakeholders?  

1. The project impact on the participants: 
- The reduction of their functional illiteracy, as they came back to books reading, 
- They take part at continuous learning with innovative content, 
- They get knowledge on book trailers and creative expressions, 
- They get knowledge on EU projects, EU Countries and the EU as institutions and framework 
- their knowledge on Culture and their cultural level, 
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- their happiness and quality of life, 
- their sense of belonging to a wider community which is the Erasmus adult education framework and the European Union, 
- their relationships: with other learners, with educators/trainers, with the local community, with people of other Countries and cultures. 

These participants changes we can evaluate and measure, checking the number of reading clubs and lists of their members, the attendance, the number of 
read and discussed books at reading clubs, the created book trailers number. The quality of created by participants book trailers evaluate trainers and adult 
educators. At the end of LTT1 in Soverato it was evaluation of the week activities, the review of created book trailers during this training with trainers` 
comments. Participants have got Europas Mobility.  
We are planning to evaluate participants changes using questionnaire to know their level of quality changes.  
Ignalina district public library has created 14 reading clubs in all district, the impact on the participants is measuring by leaders of these clubs. JUMP is 
organizing the reading labs with international teachers, older adults who are members of the local People’s University of the Third Age.   
CENTRO PROVINCIALE ISTRUZIONE ADULTI (CPIA), VOLKSHOCHSCHULE SCHROBENHAUSEN EV (VHS SOB) and ACADEMIA are the adult schools, trainers 
measure impact talking with adult learners, they can observe and evaluate the changes of the participants during the discussions about the books and the 
creation of book trailers. SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion is working with immigrants and is involving them to improve reading skills, and IT knowledge. 
Trainers can observe and evaluate their positive changes too. 

2. The project impact on the participating organizations: 
- on their level of international cooperation, 
- on the competences of their internal training staff, 
- on their capacity to manage and run international projects, 
- on their knowledge on other partners, their local realities, countries, culture, history, art and traditions, 
- on the number of adult learners involved in general, 
- on their relationship with the Erasmus National Agency, 
- on their monitoring and evaluation system, 
- on the competence sharing level among Team Leaders, trainers and educators, 
- on their visibility on media at local, regional, national and hopefully also international level so the capacity to disseminate, promote and use project results. 

The impact on participating organizations we evaluate according number of virtual and physical partners meetings, attendance lists, photos and video 
recordings, email, Facebook, Whatsapp correspondence with partners, associated partners, NA agency. Visibility we evaluate according the number of 
articles, public events, blogs.  

3. The impact on trainers/educators is: 
- created EU-READ&ART project teaching method, 
- impact on their level of internationalization,  
- impact on their knowledge on Erasmus, on Europe and on the EU, 
- impact on their knowledge on other partners, their local realities, Countries, culture, history, art and traditions,  
- impact on their knowledge on book, book trailers and creative expressions,  
- their relationships with colleagues, learners and with the community, 
- the quality of their teaching materials, 
- their language competences, 
-  their sense of belonging to a wider community which are the Erasmus adult education framework and the European Union. 

During project trainers and adult educators are learning too. They took part at the virtual training by ACADEMIA (Slovenia), they use the same EU-READ&ART 
project teaching method for participants, they took part at LTT1 at each other training.  Their change is evaluating according the training certificates, 
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according the project results – the new knowledge and development of participants, attractiveness and number of participants at the reading clubs, 
according the quality and number of created book trailers.  

4. The project activities impact on target groups, stakeholders: 
- Better their knowledge on Erasmus Plus, the Adult Education Sector, on EPALE, on the EU in general and in specific on the Education&Training Framework. 

 

 

4.1.2. What tools or methods have you used to measure results? Please provide the quantitative and qualitative result indicators (value of the indicators at 

the end of the activity) and the value of progress. 

To measure results, we used these tools and methods: 
1. To measure qualitative results, we used: 

- the Level of creativity developed among participants we can measure evaluating their understanding the text, finding and revealing the main idea of 
the book, the ability to convey the main idea of a book through visual means, is it attractive to present a piece in one minute in a book trailer. 
- Quality level of training materials, guidelines, articles of the blog, contents of the platform, multilingual and open source. Trainers/educators are the 
evaluators of training materials and guidelines before transferring them to adult learners. They are asked to help with translation and in practical use 
They are also asked to produce their creative expressions and share as models. 
- Level of internationalization of partner organizations and of participants. It's measured by the upgrade of knowledge on the other partner's life, culture, 
geography and language. From participation in mobilities and English language communication skills. Finally, by the further connections with new contact 
at international level through dissemination and development of parallel actions. 
- Level of popularity of the platform in web reaching educators and other adult learners. This is measured by the platform software.  
- Level of happiness, of well-being. This is measured by written feedback. 

The quantitative result indicators are: 
1. Number of learners with features of functional illiteracy or low initial literacy skills. At the end of activities – 500. Now – 270. 
2. Highly experienced team leaders 2 or 4 per partner take part.  
3. Number of read books. At the end of activities – 500. Now – 230. 
4. Number of created and uploaded to the platform book trailers. At the end of activities – 500. Now – 210. At this moment Lithuanian partner uploaded 63, Greek 

partner - 25, Italian (JUMP) - 25, French - 10, Slovenian - 8, Italian (CPIA) - 9, Germania – 70 book trailers. 
5. Number of associated partners – 10 involved. 
6. Number of adult educators – trainers – 29. 
7. number of platform visitors – 21 722. 
8. number of blogs in the platform – 29. 
9. number of announced news about project implementation – 48. 
10. number of virtual and physical trainings - 4 virtual and 1 physical. 

 

4.2. Dissemination 
 

4.2.1. What kind of dissemination activities have you carried out and through which channels? To whom are you disseminating the project results inside 

and outside your organisation? 
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The dissemination was intended for other low skilled learners (it was intended for adults 50+, but in this information interested and younger people), other adult 
education operators, trainers/educators and mentors, public and private libraries, the possible project participants and stakeholders, all who interests in reading, 
social media followers. There are 51 publications and activities from all partners now.  
 
Ignalina district municipality public library at local level the information about project disseminated for Ignalina district inhabitants, the possible project participants 
and stakeholders, local newspaper readers. There were 3 seminars/ workshops for local librarians to share project experience. 
 The library used local TV: 
 http://www.ignet.lt/ignalinos-televizijos-laida-2022-01-16/  
 http://www.ignet.lt/ignalinos-televizijos-laida-2022-03-13/ ,  
websites:  
https://www.ignalina.lt/naujienos/396/europa-skaito-ir-kuria:428    
https://ignalinosvb.lt/2022/02/02/europa-skaito-ir-kuria/ 
https://ignalinosvb.lt/2022/05/27/projekto-europa-skaito-ir-kuria-partneriai-ignalinoje/ 
https://ignalina.lt/naujienos/396/sveciai:972 
articles at local newspapers: 
https://www.mignalina.lt/2022/03/25/patys-geriausi-laimes-receptai-visada-salia/  
https://www.mignalina.lt/2022/08/05/kiekvienas-gali-prisideti-prie-zmogaus-kurimo/ 
https://www.mignalina.lt/2022/08/12/nuo-sukreciancios-seimos-istorijos-prie-moteru-karo-lauke/ 
At the regional and EU level for librarians in Panevėžys county library director Loreta Aleknienė at the international remote experience-sharing seminar “Adult 
Learning and Leisure Opportunities in Libraries” presented our project: 
https://www.pavb.lt/2022/04/tarptautinis-nuotolinis-patirties-dalijimosi-seminaras/ 
At the EU level librarian Inga Besusparienė presented project at the "Erasmus+" program contact seminar of international cooperation activities „Your actions 
matter! How to support refugees through adult education projects“in Warsaw: 
https://ignalinosvb.lt/2022/09/20/varsuvoje-dalintasi-geraja-patirtimi/ 
 

 
JUMP (Italy) disseminated at international level for adult teachers - presentation of the project to teachers involved in Erasmus project: 
https://jumpassociation.wixsite.com/photogalleries/ticotraining-december2021 
 
ACADEMIA (Slovenia) addressed the biggest VET consortium in Slovenia to promoting the project and offer key stakeholders their participation. 
https://www.skupnost-vss.si/naucite-se-ustvarjati-napovednike-knjig/ 
 
VOLKSHOCHSCHULE SCHROBENHAUSEN EV (VHS SOB) (Germany) at local level organized 2 presentations and discussions about project activities for Stadtbibliothek 
Schrobenhausen and for Volkshochschule Schrobenhausen and partners. 
 
SOLUTION (France) posted on SOLUTION FB page information about Book trailers and online training and TPM in Ignalina: 
 
https://www.facebook.com/Solution1985/posts/3198259840409368 
https://www.facebook.com/Solution1985/posts/pfbid02YyLYCRpCrymeTfUqag2ULuyTWRKjheNWanywDjSwFj8YgQuWxkUijhGWmKRx7CANl 
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Greek Cultural Institute posted articles and various information in their website and Facebook: 
https://wp.me/p4fkZN-3TS 
https://europeanbooktrailers.eu/libraries-in-villages-but-unfortunately-not-in-greece 
https://www.facebook.com/GreekCulturalInstitute/posts/pfbid0FR8Jo76QdjVFMuGwuHSJevCvVNX3h8bU2DtrU61avR9T27pH9nHfYAnKkreCuvvQl 
https://www.facebook.com/SchoolLifeandEducationMuseum/posts/7598512593495770 
https://www.facebook.com/SchoolLifeandEducationMuseum/posts/7598512593495770 
 

 

 

 5. Transnational Project Meetings  

Description of transnational project meetings: please include information on the purpose of the online and physical meeting, main agenda items, the outcome and the 

participants involved. In case there is special circumstance (such as a difference between what was planned and what was implemented, or a difference between the 

location of the hosting organisation and the venue of the meeting), please provide appropriate explanation and justification. 

Meeting Title Type Start Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

End Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

Receiving (Leading) Organisation, 
country 

Sending organisations, countries  Total number of 
participants 

 

1. Physical 
 

2022-05-24 2022-05-25 Ignalina district municipality 
public library. 

1. JUMP Gioventù in riSalto (Italy) 
2. Greek Cultural Institute (Greece) 
3. VOLKSHOCHSCHULE 
SCHROBENHAUSEN EV (VHS SOB) 
(Germany) 
4. SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion 

11 

Describe the meeting: 
purpose, main agenda items, outcomes, deviations 

The first TPM in Ignalina “The first project activities evaluation meeting” was intended for 
detailed overview of project tasks, duties, division of tasks between partners. At the agenda 
was verification of project activity plan, discussion about specific learning needs and how to 
involve learners to project activities. Sharing experiences. Meeting with local trainers at several 
countryside libraries. Meeting with Ignalina district mayor Justas Rasikas at Ignalina district 
municipality. Project budget and administration questions. The check of obligatory partners 
documents at Google drive. Discussion about project website – platform and book trailers 
creation. The main questions about LTT1 11 – 18/09/2022 in Soverato. 
Several important decisions: 
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- During this meeting the minimum final number for every partner was established: 70 book 
trailers for ACADEMIA, CPIA, Greek cultural institute, VHS SOB, SOLUTION, for Ignalina public 
library – 100, for JUMP – 50.  
- Every month every organization should upload 4-5 new book trailers to seek the intended 
purpose. 
- All needful documentation must be uploaded to project Google drive. 
- Partners must pay attention to dissemination information uploading to Google drive. 
- E-letters to partners must be shorter, clearer and stricter. Partners must give fast feedback to 
letters: maximum 48 hours. 
Not all partners participants physically took part at TPM1. For various reasons at the meeting 
remotely took part: 

1.  Daniel Perdiguero (ACADEMIA, izobraževanje in druge storitve d.o.o., represented by 
Mr. Žan Dapčevič),  

2. Patrizia Papitto (SOLUTION: Solidarité & Inclusion France),  
3. Claudia Radeglia (Centro provinciale istruzione adulti, Italy).  

Missed mobilities will be transferred to TPM2 in Paris and TPM3 in Taranto. 
  

Please add rows if needed. 

 

6. Project Results  

Description of Project Results: please describe what you have achieved so far; please provide detailed information about the nature of the output and its significant 

contribution in terms of innovation, impact and transferability. In case there is a difference between what was planned and what was implemented, please provide 

appropriate explanation and justification. 

Title Type Start Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

End Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

Leading Organisation  Participating 
Organisations 

Available Languages 
 

Staff category 

1. EU-READ&ART 
The first European 
digital library of 
book trailers 
and adult’s 
creativity 
expressions 

Learning / 
teaching / 
training material 
- Audiovisual 
material  

2021-12-01 2023-11-30 Ignalina district 
municipality public 
library 

1. Ignalina 
district 
municipality 
public library 
(Lithuania) 
2. JUMP 
Gioventù in 
riSalto (Italy) 

English, Italian, 
German, Slovenian, 
Greek, French, 
Lithuanian.  

☒Teachers/Trainers/Researchers 

☒Technicians 
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3. ACADEMIA, 
izobraževanje 
in druge 
storitve 
d.o.o., 
represented 
by Mr. Žan 
Dapčevič 
(Slovenia) 
4. Greek 
Cultural 
Institute 
(Greece) 
5. 
VOLKSHOCHS
CHULE 
SCHROBENHA
USEN EV (VHS 
SOB) 
(Germany) 
6. CENTRO 
PROVINCIALE 
ISTRUZIONE 
ADULTI (CPIA) 
(Italy) 
7. SOLUTION: 
Solidarité & 
Inclusion 
(France) 
… 

Describe the Result: 
what you have achieved so far;  

nature of the output and its significant contribution in terms of 
innovation, impact and transferability; 

deviations 

The EU-READ&ART Platform is a webspace which collects book trailers and creative 
expressions. This website is already created by JUMP (Italy).   JUMP provides support, 
maintenance and administration for this website.  
All partners are creating and uploading short films – book trailers. A “book trailer” is a complex 
about 1,5 min. product which puts together literature, cinema and ICT.  
Partners are writing and uploading to platform blogs about books, reading, project activities 
too.  
JUMP created 2 tutorials – how to upload book trailer and how to upload blog to platform. 
Now there are uploaded 210 book trailers.  Lithuanian partner uploaded 63, Greek partner - 
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25, Italian (JUMP) - 25, French - 10, Slovenian - 8, Italian (CPIA) - 9, Germany – 70 book trailers. 
There are uploaded 29 blogs.  
This space is an innovation because it combines training modules on 4 main topics: 1- book 
trailers creation, digital storytelling and video making in general, 2- theatrical expression as 
powerful tool in adult education, 3 - culture, creativity and innovation in adult education, 4 - 
EU Citizenship Education for adult learners.  
The creative work and the platform`s content is impacting on all project participants and 
persons, which we can reach in dissemination. Each partner involves adult learners of their 
institutions in local groups and trainers/educators/mentors get familiar with the platform and 
its use. 
 The most important is to develop reading and creative writing skills, express themselves, their 
interpretation and plan together the realisation of creative expressions and book trailers.  
Every partner organization is using this platform, they invite associated partners, other people 
who want to create book trailers or blogs. The EU-READ&ART platform is being improved and 
testing during all project, promptly considering the comments and wishes of the partners.  
The deviations weren`t at this moment. 

Active link to Result https://europeanbooktrailers.eu/    

Please add rows if needed. 

7. Multiplier Events  

Have Multiplier Events been funded?  

YES ☒             NO ☐ 

Have you already organized Multiplier Event?  

YES ☐             NO ☒ 

 

If you have organised Multiplier Events in your project, please identify and describe them, also making the connection with the relevant Project Results mentioned above. 

Please provide detailed information in particular on how the multiplier events supported sharing and dissemination of the produced outputs, the target audience and 

the results. In case there is a difference between what was planned and what was implemented, please provide appropriate explanation and justification. 

Title Type Start Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

End Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

Leading Organisation Venue  Outputs Covered 
 

1. Choose an item. 
 

Click or tap to 
enter a date. 

Click or tap to 
enter a date. 
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Describe the Multiplier Event: 
objectives, content, target audience, outcomes 

deviations 

Click or tap here to enter text. 

Please add rows if needed. 

8. Learning/teaching/training activities 

Have learning, teaching or training activities been funded?  

YES ☒             NO ☐ 

Have you already organized learning, teaching or training activities?  

YES ☒             NO ☐ 

 

If you have organised learning, teaching or training activities in your project, please describe them and explain how it has contributed to reaching the project's objectives. 

In case there is a difference between what was planned and what has been implemented so far, provide appropriate explanation and justification. 

Title Type Start Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

End Date 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

Duration 
(excluding 

travel 
days) 

Target 
group 

Receiving Country Sending organisations, 
countries  

Total 
number of 

participants 
(including 

accompanyi
ng persons) 

Participants 
with fewer 

opportunities 
(out of total 
number of 

Participants) 

EU-
READ&ART. 
Creative 
Trainers, 
Creative&Di
gital 
Learners 

Physical 
 

2022-09-12 2022-09-16 5 Learners JUMP Gioventù in 
riSalto (Italy) 

1. Ignalina district 
municipality public library 
(Lithuania) 
2. ACADEMIA, izobraževanje 
in druge storitve d.o.o., 
represented by Mr. Žan 
Dapčevič (Slovenia).  
3. Greek Cultural Institute 
(Greece) 
4. VOLKSHOCHSCHULE 
SCHROBENHAUSEN EV (VHS 
SOB) (Germany) 
5. CENTRO PROVINCIALE 
ISTRUZIONE ADULTI (CPIA) 
(Italy) 
6. SOLUTION: Solidarité & 
Inclusion (France) 
… 

43 - 
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Describe the activity: 
objectives, content, outcomes 

deviations 

The main goal is to train reading clubs leaders and adult learners Team building, creative 
partnership from local to global. The theoretical knowledge application in practice (learners 
get knowledge and applied in practice during 5 days). Main topics were: 

-  the topic to video making, how technically to realise book trailers. 2 trainers 
were from ACADEMIA (Slovenia), 

- the topic on body expression and theatre, Inclusion and multilingual approaches. 
2 trainers were from SOLUTION (France), 

- the topic on the importance of culture and reading through storytelling. 2 trainers 
were from Greek cultural institute.  
Very intensive and content program was directly aimed to achieve project goals, 
providing the main knowledge for quality participating at project activities. During 
this training 10 book trailers were created by learners and uploaded to platform. 
After this training learners are using more mobile apps, theatrical expressions, 
better formulate main idea in their created trailers. 
The selection of participants was transparent, based on the principle of equality. 
Information about the learning activities, place and time was announced to the 
participants. When selecting the participants, their motivated involvement in 
project activities, participation in trailer development, and knowledge of the 
English language were taken into account. 
The documents were prepared: 
1. The grant agreement was prepared for every participant between sending 

organization and participant.  
2. ERASMUS+ learning agreement between sending organization, hosting 

organization and participant (was prepared for everybody). 
3. ERASMUS+ learning programme for group activities were prepared for every 

country team between sending organization and hosting organization. 
4. Declaration for every participant with sending organization, hosting 

organization and participant. 
5. Mobility passports for every participant. 
6. The hosting organization prepared certificates of participation for every 

training learner.  
 

Please add rows if needed. 

  

9. Inclusion support for participants 

Has Inclusion support been funded?  Have you already used costs of Inclusion support?  
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YES ☐             NO ☒ YES ☐             NO ☒ 

 

If you have already used costs of Inclusion support in your project, please describe them and explain how it has contributed to reaching the project's objectives. Please 

provide detailed information about activities in which participants with fewer opportunities were involved, how many participants with fewer opportunities benefited 

from or were targeted by the activities organised by the project. In case there is a difference between what was planned and what has been implemented so far, provide 

appropriate explanation and justification. 

 

 

10. Exceptional Costs 

Has Exceptional Costs been funded?  

YES ☐             NO ☐ 

Have you already used Exceptional Costs?  

YES ☐             NO ☐ 

 

If you have already used Exceptional Costs in your project, please describe them and explain how it has contributed to reaching the project's objectives. Please provide 

detailed information what goods and services were covered by Exceptional Costs. In case there is a difference between what was planned and what has been 

implemented so far, provide appropriate explanation and justification. 

 

11. Other useful information 

If relevant, please provide any other meaningful information deemed necessary to give a comprehensive overview of the current implementation of the project. 

 

 

  

The exceptional costs have been used for webspace with a dedicated server for the European Digital Library of Book Trailers and Creative Expressions for 2 years. The 
webspace has to be big. It's the webspace sustaining a big volume of data and files. It's security and protection of data. The webspace is sustained by extra power of 
internet contract to maintain online all days the database. This server is shared for all partners and the main controller is the leader. 
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12. Project Budget 

12.1. Fill in the table below provide information about the amount of EU grant used related to the activities you have carried out so far according to grant 
agreement Annex II and their implementation progress.  
 

Budget Category Grant Awarded, € Grant used so far, € 
Amount of pre-financing payments reported as having been spent 

Project Management and Implementation 48000,00 € 18150,00 € 

Transnational Project Meetings 21070,00 € 4025,00 € 

Project Results 77080,00 € 38772,00 € 

Multiplier Events 14000,00 € 00,00 € 

Learning/teaching/training activities 52964,00 € 23708,00 € 

Inclusion support for participants 00,00 € 00,00 € 

Exceptional Costs 4000,00 € 4000,00 € 

TOTAL: 217114,00 € 88655,00 € 

 

12.2. Further Pre-financing 

Amount of Pre-financing payments already received 86845,00 € 

Are you requesting a further pre-financing payment? YES ☒                                                                                          NO ☐ 

If yes, please provide the Amount of further Pre-financing payment requested  86845,00 € 

 

 

  



Beneficiary Declaration of Honourand Signature
I, the undersigned, certify that the information contained in this progress report form and its annexes is accurate and in accordance with the facts. In particular the
financial data provided corresponds with the activities actually realised and to the funds actually paid.

e Thereport form has been fully completed by answering all guestions and providing details YES

e The updated timetable is ready to be sent as attachment YES

e You have saved or printed the copy of the completed form for yourself YES XI

Place: Ignalina

Date: 30/09/2022

Nameofthe beneficiary organisation: Ignalina district municipality public library

Nameof legal representative: Director Loreta /

UAS42L

Signature: SAg
Stampofthe beneficiafy organisationLeni
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